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You wouldn't make a major technology purchase without first
researching it. A person who gives you advice is essentially
putting their reputation on the line. When it comes to technology and our IT services, we will confidently offer you our expert
advice in order to help provide you with the best solution possible. In business, this is called a guarantee!
We guarantee you that the solutions we offer your business
won't fall apart. This is meant to give you confidence in your
purchases and save you from the disappointment and cost of choosing a lower-quality technology. The reason that Paradigm is able to make such a bold guarantee goes beyond our
expertise, it's because we take the time to learn about every product we sell. We have to;
our reputation is on the line.

6 Ways We Carve Out Solutions
Monitor Your Remote Employees
with a Webcam
Technology that
allows employees to work
remotely from
home is easy for
businesses to
implement. Yet,
many employers are hesitant to setup their staff with a remote solution
because trust is an issue. A webcam
is a great tool for remote sessions
because it allows employees to
prove that they using company time
appropriately.

Read the Rest Online!
http://bit.ly/158DhTx

About Paradigm
We are a technology consulting firm
specializing in technology implementation and management for businesses. We're known for providing bigbusiness, Enterprise-Level IT services
to small and medium-sized businesses.

You may have noticed that the big box stores and online retailers are not nearly as concerned about guaranteeing that their technology will work for you. In the eyes of giant corporations, your business is just another account number. A purchase that doesn't work out
is your fault for choosing poorly. If they sold you a poor solution, then the responsibility to
remedy the error is on you. This means you have to make the return and pick out another
product that might or might not work.
(Continued on page 3)

Slow Wireless Network? Upgrade Your Router!
If it's been a few years since you setup your wireless network,
then you may be overdue for an upgrade. Thanks to more devices having mobile capabilities, and more employees bringing
their devices to work, wireless network technology has advanced quickly. Your old router might not be up for the new
demands of the mobile office.
An outdated router may be the reason your wireless network is
dragging. Maybe you originally set up your network to handle a
couple of laptops, and everything worked smoothly; but now, your network is seeing increased demands from smartphones, tablets, eBook readers, media players, printers, televisions, and we are sure to see more technologies gain wireless capabilities (we are already
seeing refrigerators and washing machines joining the ranks of mobile tech). As demands for
bandwidth continues to increase, you will need a more powerful wireless router.
The latest wireless routers features 802.11n technology, which are much faster than the
802.11g/b wireless routers from just a few years ago. With an older router, you can still accomplish essential tasks, but you will begin to see a noticeable difference when doing more
advanced things like streaming HD video or using voice over IP communications. With more
advanced gadgets hopping on your wireless network, there will be a greater demand for
(Continued on page 2)
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“For a list of all the ways technology has failed to improve the quality of life,
please press three.”
- Alice Kahn
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The Need for Support with BYOD
There's a tidal
wave of different consumer
devices available on the
market;
smartphones,
tablets, laptops, netbooks, and much more. Employees love
their devices and love bringing them to
work. If your company is allowing for
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD), then you
will want professional support to get the
most out of it.
Sticking with the tidal wave analogy, if
you let all of your employees bring in all
of their devices without having made the
proper preparations to your network,
you will then be exposing your network
to some pretty serious security risks that

can be damaging--like a tidal wave. One
of the best ways to have BYOD work for
your business is to have Paradigm set up
policies and procedures that employees
must go through in order to successfully
access your network.
A network that is properly set up for
BYOD will protect your business from
applications that, unbeknownst to users,
mine for personal data or carry viruses
like Trojan horses and malware. A simple
virus scan of the new device before it
logs onto your network will help to alleviate this threat, along with other security measures. Whatever device policy you
enact, you will want to make sure that
every device brought into your office
abides by it. Paradigm can help set up
your network so that no unauthorized
device will be able to access sensitive
company information.

You know that Paradigm is here to assist
with workstation and network maintenance, but what you may not have
known is that we can also help to maintain your devices as well. As great as
mobile devices are, they are just as
prone to errors as workstations; and, as
the BYOD trend is growing by leaps and
bounds (70% of workers who own a device bring them to work), so are the
amount of viruses that are designed specifically for mobile devices.
If you want to get the most from an
BYOD program, then you will want to get
a managed IT plan that covers your employee's devices. All the benefits you
enjoy with having managed support for
your workstation can also apply to your
employee's registered devices. By
providing support for your employee's
(Continued on page 4)

Slow Wireless Network? Upgrade Your Router!
(Continued from page 1)



bandwidth due to applications that require more resources.
The new generation of Wi-Fi standard is
802.11ac. You can even buy routers that
offer high throughput in the 5GHz frequency band. Although, before you go
out shopping for the biggest and the
baddest router on the market, you will
first want to consider your Internet
speed from your ISP. If you are signed up
for a speed of 25 Mbps, then installing a
faster router isn't going to make a difference because there will be a bottleneck
with your ISP. Many ISPs offer special
packages and rates for businesses that
include Internet speeds that faster routers can take advantage of.
Aside from faster speeds and the ability
to connect more devices, there are a few
other benefits that a new router can
provide for your business.







Greater Connectivity Distance: A
new router will have more power to
broadcast the Wi-Fi connection further and stronger. This is an attractive option if you find yourself
getting frustrated with a weak signal
after you cross the magic line.
Increased Security: An older router
that has weak security may be an
easy way for hackers to access your
network and steal your data. Newer
routers come with the latest security to better protect your network.
Easy Setup: Newer routers have
made setup easier by giving users a
list of interview questions. This way,
an inexperienced user with minimal
computer knowledge will be able to
set up a router without getting a
technician involved (although, we
are here if you need us and it's our
pleasure to help out).
Price: As far as computer hardware
goes, routers are fairly inexpensive.

You can purchase a new 802.11n
model that can stream up to 150
Mbps for as little as $15. A more
heavy duty router that can handle
speeds up to 450 Mbps can cost you
as little as $75. This is a great way to
dramatically improve the capabilities of your wireless network affordably.
Upgrading to a new router is a great way
to boost the power of your wireless network, but there are other measures you
can take as well. To learn more ways
that you can improve network speeds,
like using a Unified Threat Management
solution to block media streaming websites, or upgrading to a heavy-duty wireless router built for a business with hundreds of users, call Paradigm at (603)
647-8614.
Share this Article!
http://bit.ly/158Btda
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Go Forward with Service That’s Guaranteed!
(Continued from page 1)

Paradigm is different. We work with
businesses just like yours every day,
which means that we are able to ask you
specific questions about your needs;
questions that you may have not even
considered. This way, you can be sure
that our recommendations will be specifically tailored to fit exactly what your
business needs.
We then go one step further and make
sure to thoroughly test our products
before installing them. Testing guarantees that your software will work because we have put it through the rigors

of running a business, making sure it can
handle the demands of your company.
Can online retailers and big box stores
give you this kind of guarantee? They
can't because they don't know your
needs. We can make this kind of guarantee because we take the time to form a
business relationship. Big box stores are
essentially just resellers. They buy products in bulk from vendors, unbox it, and
pass it on to you, without even taking
the time to test the product!

now have to return it. The retailer will
then have to ship you a new product
(one that may not work). All of this will
waste even more of your time. Don't
experience this downtime nightmare
from choosing a poor and untested solution. Let us alleviate this with our guarantee. A guarantee that you know is
more than just empty promises! For a
firm and precise technology recommendation that will provide your business
with the best solution possible, call Paradigm at (603) 647-8614.

If the product doesn't work, then all the
time you spent shopping and trying to
install it counts as downtime. You will

Share this Article!
http://bit.ly/158AWYs

Giving Administrators a Helping Hand
As a business, you
have to market yourself.
Fitting everything you do
into a catch
phrase
doesn't do
justice to your many services. We know
the feeling. As an IT Company, we do
much more than computer repair. In
fact, we work hard to find solutions for
every part of business, including areas
you wouldn't suspect, like administration and more!
Granted, a lot of what we do involves
computer networks and workstations,
but technology's role has evolved to influence every aspect of professional life.
Therefore, we have taken great strides
to familiarize ourselves with every department that uses technology. Armed
with this broad familiarization of the
business world, we are able to provide
solutions at every juncture where life
and technology meet. An administration
department is a good example of a professional group that we can provide

great solutions for, even though we
might not be known for it.
Just like every other professional, administrators experience pain points from
technology. One of these pain points
comes from hiring and firing of new employees. Upon being hired, an employee
is given access to the company's network. If an employee is canned, however, then it's the administrator's job to
disable their access to the network.
Administrators are busy people, perhaps
this is your role and you often find yourself juggling too many tasks at once. An
administrator may be so burdened with
their day-to-day responsibilities that
they can easily put off a "small" detail
like removing a terminated employee's
access to the company's network. Paradigm has a managed solution that will
assist you with this common administrative problem. All you have to do is notify
us of who was let go, and we will quickly
remove all of the former employee's
network access points from our end.
Here is a list of other pain points we can
help resolve for office administrators:







Streamline workflows in phone system for the receptionist.
Document workflows.
Business consulting with a Virtual
CIO.
Hardware fulfillment.
Mobile device fulfillment.

These are just a few of the ways we provide solutions for office administrators,
and you can bet that if there is another
area in your office that has a technology
need, then we can help. At Paradigm, we
go beyond computer repair; in fact, it's
our goal to find solutions for technology
problems that touch every business department. Because we provide such a
vast array of IT services, you might not
have heard about this service. It can be
difficult to market every one of our solutions into a catchy tagline, but after you
get to know us, you will discover that we
are great at doing everything we can "to
make technology work for you!"
Share this Article!
http://bit.ly/158CBxs
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The Need for Support with BYOD
(Continued from page 2)

devices, not only will you be
protecting your network, but
your employees will also appreciate the gesture. This
would be a classy and easy
move on your part, since the
employees are paying for
their devices. This kind of device management and support will vary with each device, due to the fact that

there are so many different
models out there. For a list of
devices that Paradigm supports, give us a call at (603)
647-8614.
When it comes down to it,
including Paradigm in your
BYOD plan is the key component to making all of the devices in your office work best
for your business. Without a

BYOD plan, random devices
will show up all over your
network, putting your business at risk. Contact Paradigm
and let us help you seamlessly
integrate all of the personal
devices on your network so
that your technology can
work for you!

We partner with many
types of businesses in the
area, and strive to
eliminate IT issues before
they cause expensive
downtime, so you can
continue to drive your
business forward. Our
dedicated staff loves
seeing our clients
succeed. Your success is
our success, and as you
grow, we grow.

Share this Article!
http://bit.ly/158C66o

6 Ways We Carve Out Solutions
An IT
service
company
specializing in
solutions
does
several things well. A business
that's solution-oriented won't
easily take "no" for an answer. Finding solutions means
moving mountains for clients
and providing service that
goes above and beyond. One
may think that we only fix
computers, but our solutionsapproach to service means
that we do so much more!
With all the different services
we provide for your business,
it's kind of like we are your
Swiss Army Knife of business

solutions. A Swiss Army Knife
user understands that their
pocket knife is more than just
a knife; it's a single tool that
can be folded out to do the
job of several other tools. Due
to its versatility, a tool like a
Swiss Army Knife often becomes a user's most valuable
tool.
You can think of Paradigm as
a Solutions Army Pocket
Knife. The main service we do
is repair technology. This solution is like the big blade in the
pocket knife that is used the
most. Here are six other valuable business solutions that
you can use us for!


Engineering. We can install your new technolo-





gy, plan the best routes
for cables, and design
your entire network infrastructure. This service will
save you money from
having to hire an engineering specialist.
Business Review. We
offer regular business
reviews where we will go
over your technology
budget with you to find
the best and most affordable solutions that will
cover your needs.
Providing IT Roadmaps.
We offer professional
consultation when
providing businesses. . .
Read the Rest Online!
http://bit.ly/158CW31
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